In this paper, a new method is proposed for scheduling dynamic cellular manufacturing systems (D-CMS) in the presence of uncertain product demands. The aim of this method is to control the process of trading off between in-house manufacturing and outsourcing while product demands are uncertain and can be varied from period to period. To solve the proposed problem, a hybrid Tabu Search and Simulated Annealing are developed to overcome hardness of the proposed model and then results are compared with a Branch and Bound and Simulated Annealing algorithms. A Taguchi method (L_27 orthogonal optimization) is used to estimate parameters of the proposed method in order to solve experiments derived from literature. An in-depth analysis is conducted on the results in consideration of various factors. For evaluating the system imbalance in dynamic market demands, a new measuring index is developed. Our findings indicate that the uncertain condition of market demands affects the routing of product parts and may induce machine-load variations that yield to cell-load diversity. The results showed that the proposed hybrid method can provide solutions with better quality.
Introduction
Cellular manufacturing systems (CMS) is considered as effective way of using group technology by defining manufacturing system as a hybrid system of cells linking the advantages of both the jobbing (flexibility) and mass (efficient flow and high production rate) production approaches (Papaioannou & Wilson, 2010) . In CMS studies, two main work-in-process (WIP) movements can be recognized. Intracellular WIP transferring involves transferring materials among machines that are located in a cell. By contrast, in inter-cellular movements, materials are planned to shift between cells to perform some operations. Although intracellular WIP transferring may seem more desirable because of the lesser transfer cost involved than that for intercellular movements, intercellular WIP movements are unavoidable. In the following subsections, some of the most important reasons for the increase in material transferring costs and the solutions provided by scientists will be investigated in detail.
Determining the best combination of machines that can be used in the consecutive operations of a part (during or after cell generation) is the aim of addressing part routing problems. From another perspective in part routing problems, each part can be completed in more than one way because of the existence of parallel machines. Choosing different permutations of various machines inevitably causes different inter and intracellular movements and entails material transferring costs accordingly.
To minimize material transferring costs, scientists have chosen one or a combination of two strategies. The first is assigning machines to generate part families. The other is assigning parts to machines that are grouped according to function similarity or requirements. Gupta et al. (1995) focused on minimizing intercellular movements and maximizing machine utilization simultaneously during the process of grouping machines in cells. Heragu (1989) developed a three-stage knowledge-based approach for cell forming. In the first stage, a clustering algorithm was used to make part families and machine groups. Then, with a distance-based model, the suitable locations for grouped machines were estimated. The third stage enabled the authors to finalize the layout of the machine cells in terms of WIP transferring paths, shape, and size of the machine cells. Gravel et al. (1998) employed a double-loop GA for simultaneous machine grouping and the part assigning problem in which an outer loop assigns machines to cells, and an inner loop determines the optimal part routing. Yu & Sarker (2006) proposed a quadratic assignment problem model to minimize the total intercellular flows by considering bottleneck parts in which the output of other group formation methods can be used as an input of their method. Goncalves Filho and José Tiberti (2006) proposed a GA to minimize number of inter-cellular material transferring and cell load variations. Afterward, Haleh et al. (2009) presented a hybrid Memetic algorithm and revised TOPSIS method to minimize cell load variation and inter-cellular WIP transferring. Nsakanda et al. (2006) presented a multi-process plan problem to determine the best part routing of each process plan. They also used outsourcing as a useful strategy to meet the rest of the part demands.
In many cases, the irrelevant location of machines has been observed to increase material transferring costs. To solve this problem, Wang and Sarker (2002) proposed a QAP method for a machine cell location problem. Later, Sarker and Yu (2007) focused on the spatial coordinates in a machine-cell location problem in which bottleneck machines and parts may exist. They also used QAP method to minimize intercellular WIP movements in which vertical and horizontal directions for material transferring were allowed.
Another drawback that emerges during the part routing process is the underutilization of machines in cells. Seifoddini and Djassemi (1993) argued that underutilization in CMS models can cause long queues in some machines, whereas other parallel machines remain idle. To solve this shortcoming, the authors used the dynamic part assignment method (DPA). Later, Seifoddini and Djassemi (1996) used DPA for the re-routing of parts among machines to improve machine utilization. The results show that the proposed DPA improves system performance by reducing the congestion in machines with long waiting lines. Gonçalves and Resende (2004) applied a hybrid local search and GA to minimize intercellular movements and maximize the utilization of machines within a cell.
One reason for the emerging underutilization of some machines or cell load variation is ignoring the capacity of machines during the scheduling process. Grznar et al. (1994) proposed a method to minimize material movement costs in a multi-part routing process problem while material movements and machine capacity are restricted. Zhou and Askin (1998) also argued that machine capacity and budget constraints should not be ignored while part routings are determined. Moussa and Kamel (1998) considered the machine capacity in the process of part-machine assignment to minimize intercellular movements. Logendran and Talkington (1997) developed a simulating model to compare cell and flow shop layouts based on preventive maintenance and emergency reparation and batch size. Then, Ahkioon et al. (2009) presented a CMS where maintenance activities can affect system capacity. To overcome such drawback, they also considered using outsource services and machine relocating. But their model was failed to solve large scale problems.
In some cases, cell size constraints were employed to control the addition or removal of machines in cells and to determine the best values of transferring materials within or between cells accordingly. Onwubolu and Mutingi (2001) also considered the lower and upper bounds for cell sizes to control material transferring and provide more flexible schemes. Boulif and Atif (2006) considered a situation in which cohabitation and non-cohabitation machines exist. In actual practice, such a condition may indeed happen because of safety reasons. They proposed a new approach to minimize WIP transferring between pairwise machines while the maximum number of cells is considered aside from the maximum sizes of these cells. Ariafar and Ismail (2009) addressed the problem of material transferring while the shape of the machines was assumed equal. A center-based distance calculation between machines was employed.
Aside from the strategies and solutions discussed, during the last two decades, the idea of reconfiguring cells by shifting of machines or re-arranging of part families to smooth material transferring within and between cells (or as a result of changing part demands during periods) has become noteworthy. Almost in all cases, the focus is on the modification of cell layouts during the manufacturing process to determine the best part routing. Harhalakis et al. (1990) developed a two-step heuristic to minimize intercellular movements. In the first step, they used aggregate planning concepts to form cells with minimum intercellular movements. In the second step, they applied another procedure to determine and shift essential machines that must be relocated to achieve improved results. Safaei et al. (2008) investigated the issue of machine time capacity and maximum cell size in a reconfigurable dynamic CMS in which machine relocating was allowed. A few years later, Rafiee et al. (2011) developed a similar mathematical programing method for a reconfigurable manufacturing system in which more aspects of a real system, such as preventive and maintenance activities, finished and unfinished parts inventory, and defective parts replacement costs, were considered. Elmi et al. (2011) developed a situation that was previously proposed by Won and Currie (2007) in which some parts need to visit a machine more than once in a non-consecutive manner (re-entrant parts). In the proposed model, they presented a new method to schedule both bottleneck and re-entrant parts in cells. Paydar et al. (2010) considered operation sequences in a multiple travelling salesman formulation for the cell forming and machine locating problem, with multiple departures and a single destination considered.
In most real cases, part demands are different from one planning horizon to another. Such a criterion is known as dynamic part demand. Market changes, changes in product designs, and the manufacture of new products are some of the reasons for the change in part demands through different time periods. These conditions may cause emerging imbalances in part routings and bottleneck machines. They will be explained as a separate section because of their importance. Wang et al. (2001) argued that dynamic demands can increase the complexity of such models. Therefore, they applied simulated annealing algorithm to solve the problems involved. TavakkoliMoghaddam, employed triangular fuzzy numbers to estimate uncertain demands of each part type. For this purpose, a fuzzy nonlinear mixed integer programming method was developed with the aim of minimizing constant machine, intercellular WIP transferring, and reconfiguration costs. Balakrishnan and Cheng (2005) proposed a two-stage procedure to minimize material handling and machine relocation costs in the midst of part uncertainties. In the same year, minimized material transferring costs in the dynamic condition of part demands by using alternative process plans and machine relocation and replications. Defersha and Chen (2006) used parallel machines and outsource services to overcome dynamic part demand defects in cell forming process. Jeon and Leep (2006) presented a model for scheduling dynamic cells where machine failures can cause waiting times and reduce system capacity accordingly. TavakkoliMoghaddam et al. (2007) considered dynamic part demands and parts mixed for a reconfigurable part routing problem; minimizing operating (constant and variable), machine relocating, and intercellular WIP transferring costs was considered as the objective of the proposed model. Tavakkoli-Moghaddam, Javadian, et al. (2007) considered the normal distribution function to estimate the part demands in a stochastic model; minimizing material transferring movements was the main objective of the method. Safaei and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam (2009a) also argued that machine capacity and part demands should not be considered fixed and showed how such uncertainties can influence the cell configuration through time horizon. During the scheduling of a dynamic manufacturing system, the system capacity may be inadequate to meet customer demand at a specific period. Hence, Safaei and Tavakkoli-Moghaddam (2009b) addressed a dynamic scheduling problem to find the tradeoff values between in-house production and outsourcing while cells are supposed to be reconfigurable. This time, they considered intercellular movements in addition to intracellular ones.
The other solution to address part uncertainties is forming new cells as a result of market changes. This strategy was discussed by Zhang (2011) . Aggregate planning while minimizing operation, inventory, and material movement costs was used. A few years later, Egilmez & Süer (2014) evaluated the impact of risk level in an integrated cell forming and scheduling problem using Monte Carlo Simulation. Ariafar et al. (2014) focused on the impact of dynamic product demand on facility layout problem. The main objective of the proposed model was minimizing material transferring by arranging the machine cells within the shop-floor, and the machines within each of the machine cells. Afterward, Renna and Ambrico (2015) also proposed three models for designing, reconfiguring and scheduling cells in dynamic condition of product demands. In their models, they considered minimizing system costs including intercellular movements, machining and reconfiguring costs as well as maximizing net-profit. This section presented a review of the issue on material transferring during the part routing process in CMS. The most significant drawbacks that emerge through cell forming or scheduling are illustrated, and the proposed solutions in various situations are investigated. The literature review shows that when the part routing issue emerges, considering multi process plans, machine relocating, cell decomposition, and cell reconfiguring are the most common solutions offered by scientists. However, some gaps are also found in this area. An in depth survey in literature of Material Transferring and System Capacity in CMS studies shows that the issue trading off between in-house manufacturing and outsourcing while part demands and machine availability are considered uncertain is less developed.
Research Methodology
This model is prepared to determine best trading off values between in-house manufacturing and outsourcing over planning horizon while limited backorders are allowed and product demands are considered uncertain. The proposed model can be applied for both job shop problems and cellular manufacturing systems. During formulating the model, all system costs including group setup, operating, machine purchasing, outsourcing and backorder costs are taken into consideration. Product demands are also considered dynamic and may be vary from time to time.
Features and novelties of the proposed model
The features of the proposed model can be listed as: 1) Determining the tradeoff values between in-house manufacturing and outsourcing. 2) Considering part sequences using operation process charts of activities (OPC) 3) Considering machine capacity 4) Considering both intra-cellular and inter-cellular material transferring during manufacturing process 5) Considering dynamic part demands and using batch sizes for transferring parts 6) Using subcontractor's services (being able to use both restricted and unrestricted subcontractors services (outsourcing)) 7) Considering geometrical distance between machines 8) Considering cell sizes 9) Considering machine purchasing ability 10) The model can solve in 2 modes of allowed or restrict backorders.
Novelties of the proposed model can also summarize as: 1) A new method for calculating inter-& intra-cellular material transferring while bottleneck machines, parallel machines, voids and exceptional elements are existed. 2) A new way to find best trading off values between in-house manufacturing, outsourcing and backorders.
3) Periodically (daily) scheduling plans for each machine as an outcome (note that all previous models could only determine the total volume of part assigning to each machine but the best part routes one by one). Fig. 1 show the flowchart of the proposed method.
X: in-house manufacturing; L is outsource services and B shows Backorders 
Mathematical model
In this section, a non-linear mixed integer programming NL-MIP (method) is developed to survey how in-process materials change their production routes in the presence of dynamic part demands and how such entropies can influence the system performance. As a brief the advantage of the proposed model is highlighted as: considering uncertainty in product demands, inter cellular and intra cellular movements with the constant batch size, existence of parallel machines, alternative process routes for part types considering operation sequence. A number of assumptions are used to formulate the mathematical model. 1) Product types have number of operations must be performed based on manufacturing priorities.
2) The lower bound and upper bound for each cell is known in advance.
3) Machine purchasing and machine relocating are allowed. 4) Using subcontractor services is allowed.
5) The demands for part types in each scheduling period are not fixed and will be expressed by normal distribution function.
6) The machine capacities must be considered while scheduling. 
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No Yes 7) Backorders are allowed but restricted. The beginning inventory is considered zero and last period backorder is not allowed.
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, , , , ∶ (17) The first term of objective function represents the setup cost for each machine that may be different from period to period. The next term shows the operating cost including machinery cost of each part. The third sentence is to show the purchasing or removing costs of machines. The fourth sentence shows the outsourcing cost and the fifth sentence represents the backorder costs. The sixth and seventh sentences show intra-and inter-cellular material transferring costs respectively.
The first set of constraints guarantees that demands for each part will be satisfied by in-house manufacturing, using outsource services or postponing to next periods. Second constraint is developed for ensuring that operations of parts will be performs based on MCIM information. The third constraint ensures that each machine will be allocated based on its capacity. Similarly, the fourth constraint is to guarantee that using sub-contractor services will not be more than their announced capacity. The fifth constraint controls the values of backorders considering the backorder limits. The sixth set of constraints ensures that the amount of purchased or removed machines will stay in a logic manner during manufacturing horizon. The seventh set of constraint represents the initial sets of each machine type in the first period. The eighth sets of constraints controls the size of cells during manufacturing process and the ninth set of operations shows that the amount of producing each part should not be more than the available number of that machine type. The next 2 set of constraints are used to control domain of the variables.
Analyzing the proposed model
The proposed model is a non-linear mixed integer programing model that has both binary variable and integer variables. Table 1 and table 2 show the number of variable, and number of constraints of the proposed model. Based on these information number of available solutions (both feasible and infeasible) can be estimated. For example in table 1 and table 2 these values are calculated for a sample with 5 product, 3 operations, 4 machine types, 3 cells and 4 periods. Then, if all constraints are assumed linear the total number of basic solutions including feasible and infeasible will be calculated as:
The result will be so big that cannot be calculated even with Microsoft Office Excel® 2010. It seems that the proposed model (like many related problems in CMS) is too complex to be able to solve with regular solvers.
A hybrid Tabu Search with Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm
Glover (1986) developed TS to overcome defects of searching neighborhood spaces. The logic of the TS is based on using short term memory to prohibit revisiting those solutions that had been rejected before or those whom are banned by the algorithm for some reason (long term memory). Tabu search enhances the performance of local search techniques by defining such memory structures in a way that if a potential solution has been visited in a certain period before or if it violates a rule, it will be marked as a "tabu" (forbidden) movement and will not be considered for a certain period in next iterations as shown by Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Scheme of Tabu Search performance
The algorithm starts by generating (or importing) a layout but before performing any further process the algorithm will checks whether the mentioned layout is inside the long term memory. If so the algorithm will recall the selecting operator. Then for each product demand the TS checks whether outsourcing is more economic or in-housing. While outsourcing is cheaper, the algorithm assigns the product demands to subcontractors considering their capacity. In continue for the rest of product demands (if any) the algorithm will choose the best part routes and assign the part on machines considering their available capacity, product batch size and remained product demands. If a part route has a long distance it will be banned in short term memory until the end of the developing process of the current solution. The mechanism of purchasing new machines is same as other developed algorithms. If not, the algorithm will set the rest of the product demands (if any) as backorder. while a solution is ready the algorithm will checks it with the best observed solution gained so far and if the total system cost of the developed solution is more than all observed solutions in the iteration, TS will consider its layout as a member of long term memory which means that the mentioned algorithm is not eligible for more investigation. In addition, the algorithm will update the long term memory at the end of the developing process. Table 3 shows pseudo code of the proposed TS for solving the developed mathematical model.
There are some parameters must be set before using the proposed hybrid TS and SA which are Tabu list size, inspiration rate, neighborhood radius, number of solutions in each iteration, number of iterations and local escaping rate. Step 1)
Number of solutions (Neighborhood radius)
In classic form of Branch and Bound algorithm, all possible neighbors in each branch must be developed. Although such strategy helps searching each branch more deeply but at the same time, it is more time consuming (Fig. 3) . The strategies of finding neighbors are different and depended on the nature of each problem. Replacing elements, improving an element or zero-one shifting are among popular methods. In this case, considering the solution representing scheme as shown by Fig. 6 , such elements are defined by replacing two related elements (parallel machines) during part routing process.
In the proposed method, for each product in a layout (solution), the neighborhood size for considering part routes will be n where n shows the number of neighborhood radius which can be determined by decision maker and m is number of applicable machines according to MCIM. For example if neighborhood radius is set 3 by a decision maker and for completing a part (let's say i) required 4 machines, then algorithm will generates 81 neighbors (part routes) in candidate list. After generating a candidate list of feasible part routes for a product, the algorithm will use a Manhattan based formula for calculating the intercellular and intracellular distances between consecutive machines. Then the best part route that provided lowest total distance will be chosen for being assigned.
Choosing a candidate from neighbourhood is as described above but in TS after choosing an element and before any changes in part routing, it must be checked that whether the selected elements belong to short term memory. If so the algorithm will check for another element.
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Tabu list size
Choosing appropriate tabu list size is critical in searching the solution space. Choosing large size tabu list may cause providing bad solutions or early stage convergence. Besides, small tabu lists may affect the since of direction or increase computation time (because of re-visiting low quality solutions).
During the searching process, if a layout can not provide a good basis for improving objective function, it will conside as a long term memory member which means that in next iterations, TS doesnot consider it as a bais for finding best part routings.
Long term memory
As mentioned before, the framework starts by generating initial cell layouts randomly which are then promoted using part routing improving, machine purchasing and training. In such models, many layouts may be not good enough due to weak arrangement of machines in clusters. Hence, focusing on such layouts may waste the time and increase the computations. Hopefully, TS provides the ability of avoiding redundant calculations using long term memory. Suppose after preparing a set of clusters (layout), if due to weak arrangement of machines and part routings the achieved objectives function of the layout is worse than all other members in previous iterations, the cell layout is not eligible candidate for further considering in improvement process. It is also means that more likely the mentioned area of solution space does not carry the optimum solution and hence it is not deserve to search more. In such condition, there is no need to focus on the mentioned area. Hence, the initial layout which was generated during first step of the frame work is forbidden for coming iterations. Note that in continue it will be explained that using inspiration rate avoids missing such layouts.
a) suppose , , … , ; , , … ; , , … , ; , , … , is an initial cell layout ε is an elected element in , , … , that is a candidate for creating a new neighbour , ′, … , ; , ′, … ; , ′, … , ; , ′, … , →
then , , … , ; , , … ; , , … , ; , , … , places in _ _
Short term memory
Short term memory is used to ban a part of a solution string temporarily as it found not suitable for improvement. But this short rule is not general and that's why it is considered as a short term memory. In the mathematical model, the short term memory can be defined as a part routes that causes a worse material transferring movements. Therefore they will be eliminated from a candidate list of part routes for a specific solution string. The proposed part routs is banned temporarily for current lay out but there is no reason for banning it in next solution that have different layouts. a) Suppose a part route is selected among candidate list in a layout. If the selected part route provides greater geometrical distances (using Manhattan distance formula) comparing to other part routes, it will be banned for this layout.
Then: .
Updating tabu list
At the end of solution developing process in iteration, the Tabu list will be updated. In this manner, the algorithm checks if the long term memory is full (based on tabu list size) and there is still a solution must be added to long term memory. In the mentioned considtion, the TS will remove the oldest member and pas all other members to the prior position. Then, the new member will be placed in last position in long term memory. a) Suppose ′, ′, … , ′; ′, ′, … ′; ′, ′, … , ′; ′, ′, … , ′ is the first member of long-term memory Fig. 4 shows how TS-SA algorithm is trained to update its long term memory to avoid early stage convergence. As seen, while the number of members in long term memory is equal to tabu list size the algorithm will remove the oldest member and update other members position. This will let the algorithm to avoid converging to a specific area while other solution space areas are completely thew away.
Intensification
Through the process of searching local neighbors, the algorithm may encounter with a lot of elite neighbours in a layout. In such condition, it is better to have a mechansim for increase searching for such layouts. Note that this doesnot mean that the algorithm will only focus to a dominant layout since it may leads to early stage convergence. But instead, the algorithm will increase the chance of choosing such layouts more. Using such strategy helps to provide a good structure for cocentrating more comprehensively on elite members in local areas. Moreover, using a good short-term memory is an effective way for searching elites in a local area as it prevents searching worse elements as what shown by 
Diversification
Diversification is another common issues while using TS algorithm. As mentioned before, TS algorithm works based on functions that prohibit searching areas in solution space which have been searched before with no imrpovement. But using such strategy may cause early stage convergence since many areas may be phorbidden in searching process. To prevent such problem 2 strategies are used: 1) Using updating long term memory at the end of the processing of each solution by considering the tabu list size.
2) Using an inspiration rate helps to fade old members of tabu list even if the long term memory is not full. Hence, if an area is banned in an itteration, it will not last until the end of the searching process but instead after a period (even if the tabu list is not updated) the older members will be faded one by one. Using such strategy the areas that have been forbidden in early stages of the solving process will have a chanse to consider in a later itteratations again. a) Suppose ′, ′, … , ′; ′, ′, … ′; ′, ′, … , ′; ′, ′, … , ′ is an old member of long term memory ( _ _ ).
Then: Then each solution will be evaluated if it can improve the minimum total system costs observed so far. If so, the TS-SA will consider it as a member of tournament list. a) Suppose X x , x , … , x ; o , o , … , o ; b , b , … , b is the k solution in itr iteration.
Fitness function operator
c) Then, Tournament. list X (suppose the tournament list already has m members) (36)
Local optimum escaping operator
Falling into local optimum traps is a big concern in optimizing problems. One dominant feature of the proposed metaheuristics is using the ability of Simulated Annealing algorithm to escape from local optimum traps. The proposed TS-SA uses such local optimum escaping operator which avoids falling into local optima as shown by Fig. 6 . After calculating the fitness function for the developed solution in iterations (sayX , the TS-SA algorithm checks them with the best observed value achieved so far (F ; . But at the same time if the value of F is more than F ; it will be withdrawn immediately. As shown by Fig. 6 , in proposed method, even after achieving the worse fitness function, the algorithm provides a base to keep them with a small probability. 
where R is a normal random number between (0,1) and LEP is a local escaping parameter which is defined by decision maker. Note that the exact amount of LEP cannot be determined and may be different from case to case but it can be approximately estimated using design of experiments. 
Number of iterations
Number of solutions is a pre-determined value which shows number of solutions must be completed in iteration. Number of iterations must be completed through the searching process. It is obvious that large number of iterations increases the accuracy of the solving algorithm but at the same time it increases the time of computations. Therefore it must be chosen in a logic manner. For the experiments in this research 3 levels of number of iterations and number of solutions in iteration are considered for small size, medium size and large scale problems. However the more accurate input values for parameters will be estimated in DOE section.
Stopping criteria
The stopping criteria in the proposed TS-SA algorithm are set as: 1) Reaching to maximum number of pre-defined iterations.
2) If there is no choice in tournament list in iteration which means none of the solutions in the iteration can improve the fitness function so there will be no choice for improving the algorithm.
Then Tournament. list ∅ for next iteration (39)
Design of Experiments
As mentioned previously, the experimental design helps estimate the significance of each setting parameter and also determine the interactions between these parameters. Therefore, the Taguchi method designs are used using Minitab® 17. For the solving algorithm the design depends on the number of input parameters of the algorithm. For example, as shown by Table 5 , since the proposed method has 4 input parameters, an L 3^4 orthogonal optimization is taken into account. For DOE experiments, the levels of each parameter must be estimated. Eiben et al. (1999) in their invaluable research over setting input parameters in evolutionary algorithm mentioned that for setting input parameters two strategy can be considered. First is using mathematical formula for each parameter and then estimate the parameter considering other conditions. Second is using a range of data for a parameter and then choosing appropriate value considering other condition of the problem. For example for population size in genetic algorithm (which is similar to number of solution in other metaheuristics in this research) a range between [30 80] is opted by Schaffer et al. (1989) and a range between [50 100] is offered by De Jong (1975) . However, estimating the appropriate value for this parameter and other input parameter depends on other condition of the problem like, the scale of the problem, complexity of the problem, the chance of falling in the local optima. In this research due to complexity of the mathematical model and the solving algorithms it is very hard to estimate a comprehensive mathematical formula for each of the input parameters. Moreover, the results of using such formulas in complex conditions may not be trustful. Thus, as used by many other scientists (Roeva et al., 2013) , for each parameter, the model runs for a range of values while other parameters are fixed at maximum point and then the most reasonable value will be chosen by comparing the observed objective function. The results for the factor "number of solutions" in a small size CCDCMS are shown by Table 4 . Table  4 shows that while using TS-SA for small size CCDCMS experiments, the appropriate input value for "number of solutions in the iterations" must be approximately 50. Any value more than this can result worthless calculations and smaller values also could not provide proper minimizations (Fig. 8) .
Table 4
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R= 3244 + 591.5 Iterations -362. 
As seen, in this equation, the local escaping rate and the iterations have the highest impact on R respectively, the number of solutions and Tabu list size cause negative interaction on total system function and should not be increase simultaneously. Therefore, for the larger scale experiments the number of iterations must be increased. Hence, the appropriate ranges for number of iterations and number of solutions in iterations can be set as what shown by Table 7 . After implementing DOE experiments for solving the developed model using proposed hybrid method, the best observed values will be record as good estimation for input parameters. 
Results and Discussion
Solving algorithms using datasets from the literature
For solving such problem we use the strategy that offered by Li et al. (2012) as they run their metaheuristics 10 times for each experiments and then reported the best solution. Table 8 shows the results of solving different experiments using proposed solving algorithms. In each case, solving algorithms are solved 10 times and the best result in reported then. The results in table 8 show for small and medium size problems of CCDCMS the solving algorithms reported same results but for the rest of the cases, in most of the cases TS-SA provided better solutions than Branch and Bound and Simulated Annealing algorithms.
Table 8
Solving mathematical problems with TS-SA and Branch and Bound
In continue, to verify the proposed hybrid metaheuristics, 17 experiments are solved with data gathered from literature. The results are then compared with results of branch and bound and simulated annealing algorithm as shown by Table 9 . Fig. 10 , Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the minimizing process for some experiments in Table 9 . Fig. 10 . The objective function graph of TS-SA method for experiment number 5 in Table 9 Fig. 11. The objective function graph of TS-SA method for experiment number 8 in Table 9 Fig. 12. The objective function graph of TS-SA method for experiment number 17 in Table 9 Table 9 Results of solving numerical examples from the literature for CCDCMS model 
Measuring the machine load variation in dynamic cellular manufacturing systems
In this section using concepts of controlling charts in TQM, a suitable method is offered for measuring the values of machine load variation in after scheduling dynamic cellular systems while costs are not fixed. For this purpose, the results of solving example 6 in the Table 9 will be illustrated.
The result of best observed cell layout is displayed in Table 10 . The figure indicates that the algorithm generated two block diagonals through agglomeration. These blocks are maintained until the end of the searching process. Upon forming cells and locating the machines inside, the next priority is identifying the best parts routes for allocating the operation sequence of products. Parts routes represent a set of required machines (based on MCIM priorities) that are chosen in consecutive order to complete a product. For this purpose, a new matrix is developed that determines the ideal number of parts routes for production (Table 11) .
Table 10
Results of generated block diagonals Cell 1  Cell 2  1  2  0  0  0  1  1  3  2  0  1  1  0  0  0  3  2  1  3  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  1  3  3  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  1  2  2  3   Second Period  Cell 1  Cell 2  1  2  0  0  0  1  1  3  2  0  1  1  0  0  0  3  2  1  3  0  2  0  0  0  0  0  1  3  3  1  2  0  0  0  0  0  1  2  2  3   Table 11 Part-routes observed for the experiment Part route  Period  Product id  Load Volume   1  0  0  1  4  15  39  36  35  1  1  15  26  31  0  1  3  8  27  32  31  1  1  15  5  29  0  1  3  8  31  0  0  1  2  10  33  35  0  1  3  8  21  33  29  1  1  15  31  0  0  1  2  2  34  0  0  1  2  10  21  0  0  1  4  15  40  0  0  1  2  10  25  0  0  1  4  15  34  0  0  1  2  10  40  0  0  1  2  10  28  26  34  1  1  15  1  0  0  1  4  15  35  0  0  1  2  10  2  3  22  1  1  15  22  0  0  1  2  10  29  0  0  1  2  10  22  0  0  1  2 
Best_Observed_cellposition
First Period
Table 12
The best observed machine loads The "best-observed-machineloads" matrix in Table 12 indicates the number of machine loads in each cell. Machines with less or more load than other parallel machines can thus be recognized.
Proposing a new method for calculating cell load variations and recognizing complex dummy sub cells
In small layouts, cell-load variations are easily recognized. However, these cells are difficult to identify as they grow in number or size. Hence, a mathematical metric must be used. To investigate the effect of uncertain product market on cell-load variation, a mathematical metric is developed that operates on the basis of tracking material transfer between and within each cell in the planning horizon. The metric can indicate the possibility of existing cell-load variation in a region with neighborhood radius .
where , , , , is machine type j that is placed in row and column of cell during period . , , is the average machine load on machine type j in cell k during period t. , , is the standard deviation of machine type j. R is the neighborhood radius that shows the cubic area around each center point , .
After determining the parts routes (see Table 11 ) and machine loads (see Table 12 ) and calculating the formula presented in Equation 41, each value must be analyzed to identify whether the machine is idle or over-loaded. Moreover, whether or not the achieved value should be considered noise due to product demands is investigated as well. To determine machine load variation in experiment 1, the results derived from Table 10 are analyzed further. Table 13 indicates the number of machine loads for each machine type for the first period in the final solution. For instance, machine type 1 in first cell has a load of 70. This cell contains two type 1 machines, therefore, the loads on machine type 1 can be averaged as 35 (70/2). The control limit lines for each machine type in the second period of the final solution are calculated according to the findings regarding machine loads in each cell (Table 13) . These results are then considered in drawing a control chart for each machine type and in determining idle or over-allocated machines in a cell (Fig. 13 ). Fig. 13 indicates that all of the charts are within the control limits in the final layout. While drawing the charts is assumed 1. As discussed previously, parameter is dependent on the product demands, number of machines, and batch sizes. This parameter can be set by a decision maker. detects an overloaded machine in the cell, then all of the processes mentioned earlier are repeated to increase R values until all members of the complex sub-cells are recognized. The outcome is the set of over-allocated machines located nearby. The use of this algorithm can help a decision-maker consider complex dummy sub-cells in cubic blocks of various sizes. For example, the dummy sub-cell block of over-allocated machines can be identified as highlighted in Fig. 14 in the second cell of experiment 8 when neighborhood radius (R) 1 is considered. However, if R assumed 1 for the first cell of experiment 8, then each over-allocated machine cannot identify other nearby over-allocated machines. Instead, if R is assumed to be 2, then a dummy complex can be recognized as illustrated in Fig. 14.
Impact of dynamic market changes on cell load variation
The results of the solving experiments show that demands for dynamic parts can disrupt material transfer fluency (parts routes). Additional short-distance intra-cellular routes are generated by increasing the number of products or product demands. As a result, the number of bottleneck machines increases, whereas other parallel machines remain idle. As per a comparison of the numbers of interand intra-cellular movements, intra-cellular WIP movements increased in the time horizon in 53.8% of the studied cases under dynamic parts demand. Although such movements may be useful and may reduce material transfer costs, these movements may induce cell load variation. This variation is concisely called "complex dummy sub-cells". This phenomenon emerges as a consequence of increasing the setting of short-cut distances in material transfer on parts routes that enhance cell load variation. Fig. 15 presents the "complex dummy sub-cells" as a CMS output. The sub-cells do not follow a specific rule and may emerge in any area in a cell depending on the arrangements of the machines and on the parts routes scheduled on the machines. This phenomenon illustrates the tendency of systems to allocate WIPs to a set of machines that are located contiguously. Parallel machines in the same cell are located farther away and remain idle. To examine the level of cell sensitivity to "complex dummy sub-cells," a metric is developed on the basis of the neighborhood radius of the WIPs. The remaining dummy sub-cells in the solved cases are presented in table 15. As shown although in all cases, the proposed method found the minimum total system cost (which contains feasible part routes) but in many cases dummy sub-cells emerged. 
Conclusion
This paper presents an applicable method for scheduling dynamic cellular manufacturing systems in the presence of product demand uncertainty. The main objective of the research is evaluating the impact of uncertain product demands on material transferring in CMS. For this purpose, a mathematical model is developed for determining best part routes considering different product demands in planning periods. Then, the impact of changing in product demands on material transferring is evaluated. It is shown that in the mentioned condition, closer set of required machines for producing a product are employed more than other parallel machines. This phenomenon can cause increasing the machine loads in such cells and may lead to machine load variation in set of closer machines while other machines are less allocated or left idle. Such distortion emerges temporarily in a period and by the end of the period it may disappear but at the same time they may cause long queues in front of some machines while other parallel machines are remained idle. As a subsidiary conclusion, the results also show that the locations of machines are an important factor in reducing the machine load and cell load variations accordingly. It is shown that (whenever possible) using subcontractor services is a good strategy for preventing demand lost.
